How to Eliminate Circuit Board Interference

(Please note, instructions only apply to Version 2.0 screens with serial number beginning in 21E)

Locate the circuit board on your screen.* On the board (example picture shown), you will find a small Reset Button. Please note that your circuit board may appear different from the sample picture, based on version.
*On Wall/Ceiling mounted electric screens, the circuit board will be found under the left-side end cap.
*On In-Ceiling electric screens, the circuit board will be found in the screen’s power supply box.
*On Electric Floor-Rising screens, the circuit board will be found inside of the casing, in a metal power box.

After the screen has been plugged in and powered on, the Circuit Board will receive power. Press and hold the Reset Button down for 3 seconds. Once you hear the click in the circuit relays, this will indicate a successful reset of any learned codes.